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1. INTRODUCTION
MANa' solids crystallise with a structure similar to that of rocksalt and
it is therefore of importance to investigate the vibration spectrum of this
crystal. F_,xpressions for the frequencies of its nine eigenvibrations a.re de¡
in this paper by methods similar to those adopted in the case of diamond
in the preceding communication.
2.

DESCRIPTIONOF THE MODE$

As in the case of diamond, the modes of vibration of the rocksalt
structure can be derived directly from the four possible modes of vibration
of the face-centred cubic lattice, viz., the normal and
tangential
oscillations
of the octahedral planes of atoms and the normal and tangential oscillations
of the cubic planes of atoms with degeneracies of 4, 8, 3 and 6 respectively.
Since there are two atoms per unit cell in rocksalt, the number of possibilities
is doubled up justas in diamond. The atoms in any
particular
ceU can move
either with the same phase or with opposite phases in every one of the four
possibilities of a simple face-centred lattice. But, the case of rocksalt differs
from diamond in some important respecta. Firstly, the two atoms in the
unit eeU have different masses. Secondly, while in diamond, the layers of
atoms belonging to the two interpenetrating lattices appear separated both in
the octahedral and in the cubic planes, in rocksalt the layers are separated
only in the octahedral planes, the cubic planes consisting of atoms of both
ldnds located in the same layer. Further, the octahedral layers are spaced
at equal intervals, any layer of atoms of one kind being situated exactly
midway between neighbouring layers of the other kind. Because of this,
the equations of motion of the two types of atoms for the four octahedral
modes are independent of each other. These modes are the normal and
tangential oscillations of the octahedral layers of sodium atoms and the
normal and tangential oscillations of the octahedral layers of chlorine atoms
493
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having degeneracies of 4, 8, 4 and 8 respectively. In the case of the modes
in which the cubic planes are involved, the equations of motion of the two
types of atoms are not independent of each other for the reason stated above.
There will be two modes in which the planes more normally with respect
to themselves. In one of these, the atoms belonging to the two lattices
situated in any cubic plane more with the same phase and in the other with
opposite phases. The degeneracies for these two modes are three each.
Similarly, corresponding to the above two possibilities, there will be two
tangential modes with degeneracies of 6 each. In addition to the eight
modes described already, there will be one more triply degenerate mode in
which the atoms belonging to the two lattices move against each other in
any three orthogonal directions.
3.

THE FORCE-CONS'rAN'rs

In the discussion below, we shall deal with the forces produced on any
sodium atom proportional to its own displacement and those due to the
displacements of the 26 atoms nearest to itself. Similarly we shall have to
consider also the forces produced on any chlorine atom due to its own displacement and the displacements of its 26 nearest neighbours. There will
therefore be 2 (26 • 9 -1- 3) = 4 7 4 force-components in aH. The 26 neighbours
of any atom (sodium or chlorine) are situated in sueh a manner that if we
consider any unit cube of the crystal with the atom under consŸ
at
the centre of the cube, then the six atoms (of the other kind, 1 to 6) situated
at the face-centres of the cube are the nearest neighbours. The twelve atoms
(7 to 18 of the same kind) located at the midpoints of the 12 cube edges and
the eight atoms (19 to 26 of the other kind) situated at the eight corners of
the cube form the next nearest and the more distant neŸ
respectively.
The 474 force-components mentioned above, would be greatly reduced in
number for various reasons. There are aetually three different factors whieh
contribute to such reduction. Firstly, the 26 neighbours divide themselves
into three different groups of atoms of 6, 12 and 8 suela that the forces on
the atom under consideration due to the displacements of all the atoms of
a particular species can be deseribed by the same set of constants. Secondly,
the forces produced on any atom of one kind (say chlo¡
due to the displacements of any other atom of the second kind, are the same as the forces
produced by the displacements of the particular atom of the first kind-on
the same atom of the second kind. Thirdly, symmetry effects a great simpli¡
eation and reduction of the number of independent constants. In addition
to the fact that the force constants of different atoms of a particular group
transform among themselves, ir may also happen that some of the constants
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vanish. Ir by the application of a symmetry operation, the force in a particular direction on any atom (i) due to the displacements of another atom (j)
in a particular direction comes out to be equal to the force on the same atom,
(i) in the same direction by the displacement of ( j ) in the opposite direction
then the force must vanish. Applying these pnnciptes, we fin 91that the 474
force components can be reduced to 12 independent constants. A description of all the force constants is contained in Table I.
TABLE I
(See Explanatory note below)
Atoms responsible

for forces

Symbol

Description of Force-Constants

0

p,p'

1 to6

Q

1 to6

R

Force and di~placement perpendictdar to the cubic plane containing
the two atoms.

7 to 18

S, S'

Force and displacement perpendicular to the cubic plane containing
the two atoms.

7 to 18

T, T"

Force and displacement along the same cub~ axis. the plane containin~ the two being the cubic plane containing the two atoms.

7 to 18

U, U"

Force and displacement along different cube axes, the plane containing the two being the cubic plane containing the two atoms.

Forr

on atom proportional to its own displacement.

Force znd displacement pa.rallel to each other aad to the line ]olaing the two atoms.

19 to 2,6

V

Directions of both force Ÿ

1~ to 26

W

Direction of displacemertt alozxg ~ c~Im azis aad that o~ the ~on:e
along any one of the other t~ro axes.

displacement aloag Ÿ cabe axis.

A t o m 0 m a y refer to either sodium of chlorine and the othcr n u m b e r s accordingly.
symbol$ P, S, T a n d U rcfer to sodium atoms a n d P', $', I " and U" to chlorine a t o m s .
other symbols Q, R , V and W ate c o m m o n to both.

The
The

In addition to the simplifications already described, we can derive two
relations between the force constants, one representing the fact that the work
done in any small d~splacement ( 91 of the entire crystal is zero anff the other
that the work done in any smaU displacement (91 of all the chlorine atoms
is exactly equal to the work done in ala equal displacement of all the sodium
atoms, the chlorines now remaining at rest. These two relations a t e :
{ ( P + 2 Q + 4 R + 4 S + 8 T + 8 V ) + ( P ' + 2 Q + 4 R + 4 S ' + 8 T ' + S V ) } 91
(1)
and ( P + 4 S + 8 T ) 8x2= (P'+4S'+8T') 91~
(2)
combining (1) and (2), we find that
( P + 4 S + 8 T ) -----(P'+4S'+8T') = -- ( 2 Q + 4 R + 8 V )
(3)
AII
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4.

THE FREQUENCY EXPRES$IONS

We will now proceed to derive expressions for the frequencies ofvibration of the nine modes. In what follows, the masses of the sodium and
chlorine atoms will be represented by ma and m,. and their displacements by
xxYa zl and x2y2 z,. respectively. The x, y and z displacements of any
sodium atom in a particular normal mode will be numerically the same as
the eorresponding displacements of any other sodium atom, the directions
of displacement being defined by the normal mode. Similarly the numerical
vaIues of the displacements wilI be the same for all the chlorine atoms. The
deduction of the equations of motion of the various normal modes has not
been shown here in detail as they can be written out in all the cases by mere
inspeotion of a model.
A: The two lattiees oscillating against each other in any three
orthogonal directions. At any instant of time the two types of ions will be moving
in opposite directions. The direction of motion in this case can be anything.
So let us put y = ax and z = bx; the constants (a) and (b) depending on the
direction of displacement. The equations of motion involving x will be
d~xa = (P + 4S + 8T) xx-- (2Q + 4R + 8V) x,.

1

d~x2
m2 --dTr = -- (2Q + 4R + 8V) xx + ( P ' + 4 S ' + 8T') x2

ji

(4)

The y and z equations of ¡
wiU be quite similar to these two. The
constants (a) and (b) do not enter the equations, showing tbat the frequency
of vibration is independent of the direction of motion. Denoting the ex(1
1)
pression ~ + ~2 by 1/t~, the two equafions (4) lead to the solution
4rr~-c%l~t~ =
(P + 4S + 8T) = ( P ' + 4 S ' + 8T') = -- (2Q + 4R + 8V)
B: OsciUation of the alternate octahedral layers of sodium atoms
against each other normally with respect to themselves. In this case the
displacements of the chlorine atoms wiU be zero. Ir we assume the (111)
planes to be the oscillating units x-= y = z. The equation of motion
for x becomes
d'axx
m~ -dV = (P - SU) xi
(5)
with two identical equations for Ya and zl.
4rr2c~v22ma= (P -- 8U).

Therefore
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C: Oscillation of the alternate octahedral layers of sodium atoms
against each other tangentially with respect to themselves. The direction of
motion can be anywhere in the plane, since the vibration is degenerate in
the plane. Also the equation of motion comes out to be the same whatever
the direction of motion, provided it is confined to the octahedral plane under
consideration. If we suppose the direction of motion to be along any one
of the three dodecahedral directions lying in the plane, for example
x = 0 and y-------z, then
m i dZYt
--d~ =

d2zl

(P + 4U)Yl

1

I

!

and

mx

Hence

4rt2c'v:Zm1= (P + 4U)

= (P + 4 U ) zl

!

(6)

J

D" Similarly the frequencies of vibration of the normal and tangential
oscillations of the alternate octahedral layers of chlorine atoms come out as
4~r2v42c~m2= (P'-- 8U')
and

4~r~v52c2m2= (P' + 4U').

E: Coupled oscillation of the alternate cubic planes of atoms normally
to each other. The direction of displacement can be along any one of the
three cube axes. Let y and z be zero. Then, there are two possibilities
corresponding to whether the sodium and chlorine atoms in any particular
YZ plane move with the same phase or with opposite phases. When these
displacements are in the same phase

mx d~xx~-----(P + 4S -- 8T) x x - (2Q - 4R + 8V) x z
d~x2
ma --dŸ = - - (2Q - 4 R + 8V) xi + ( P ' + 4 S ' - - 8T') x2

]1

!

1
j

(7)

The frequencies ve and v7 ate therefore given by

4~r2c2v6~ and 4rr2c%~~
= P + 4S -- 8T) + P ' + 4S'-- 8T'
2m x
2m~
+ { l P + 2m14S- 8T _ P ' +

4S'--2m28T']~_ + (2Q --mxm~4R
+ 8V) z }'

The case in which the sodium and chlorine atoms of any YZ plane move with
opposite phases also leads to the same two solutions. The + ive siga refers
to the case in which the sodium and chlorine atoms of any YZ plane more
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with the same phase and the -- ive sign to the case in which they move with
opposite phases.
F: Coupled oscillation of the alternate cubic planes of atoms tangentially to themselves. Here again ir we consider the YZ planes as the oscillating units, the direction of motion can be anywhere in the plane. But, the
y and z equations of motion come out to be identical. When the motion
of sodium arid chlorine atoms are in phase

d~yl

mI ~

=

1

(P -- 4S) Yi+ (2Q - 8V) y2

I

t

m2 d2Y~
~
= (2Q - 8V) Yx+ ( P ' - 4S') Y2
Therefore i,8 and vg are given by
4*r"c~v82 and 4zr2c~v9=
P--4S
P'--4S'
= ~ +
2ml
frP - 4s P'-- 4S"1'

(81

ji

(2Q - 8 v ) ' ~ t

TABLE II

The Expressions for the Frequencies of Vibration of the Normal
Modes of NaCI type Structures
Degeneracy

Oscillating
units

The two
lattices

Direction of
O~-cillation

41i:r

Arbitrary

(P+4S+8T)//~

Norma/

(P-SU)/,.~

Tangential

(P+4U)/,,,~

--

(P*+4S'+8T')//~"

=, - ( 2 Q + 4 R + 8 V / # ~

b

(111) Na ions
( I I I ) CI ions

Normal
Tangential

(P'-8u')/,,,~.
(P'+4U')/~2
P+4S-8T

(100) planes

Normal

Normal

li

Tangential

ii.

Tangential

2~x

{rL

+ P'+4S'-8T"

2m:

(P+4S-ST)

(P'+4S'-8T')]'-

~

P-~

S,n=

J

+ (2Q-4R_+8v)~~89
##1m2

+ P'-4s'

{FL 2,~~
P - t S

P'-4s']
~

j

2+,(2Q-SV)~i89
" ~--~....

J
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As in the case of the modes v6 and v7, herealso the mode in whieh the sodiums
and ehlorines- of any one plane more in opposite phases leads to the same
two solutions. In this case, the mode wŸ which the motions are in the same
phase eorresponds to the -- ive sign and the + ive siga to the m~• in which
the phases of sodium and chlorine atoms in an7 oscillating plane, ate
opposite. Finally, we gire a table containing all the expressions collected
together with a description of the various modes of vibration.
In conelusion the author's sincere thanks are due to Prof. Sir C. V.
Raman for the many illuminating discussions he had with hito.
SUMMARY
Exact expressions for the frr
of the nine eigenvibrations of
rocksalt have been derived in terms of 11 independent constants which take
account of the influence of the 26 nearr neighbours of each atom, the constants being connected by two additional relations.

